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In this paper, we report on a project concerned with the role of cognition during problem solving. We

specifically explore the categories of mental representations that students work with during problem

solving of different representational task formats. The sample, consisting of 19 engineering students

taking a calculus-based physics course, attempted tasks from the topics of kinematics and work. Profiles

were designed to capture the overall actions and reasoning of individual students across the various tasks.

Two main profiles emerged from each topic under consideration. They were related to the Johnson-Laird

cognitive framework to infer about the kinds of mental constructs. The results indicate that, for both

topics, students work primarily at the level of propositional mental representation. When handling the

kinematics tasks, a few students construct mental images and none of them can be categorized as using a

mental model. In contrast, in the context of work, none of the participants generated a mental image while

a minority of the sample was classified as using a mental model. Moreover, a comparison across the two

topics indicates the predominance of propositional mental representation.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevSTPER.9.020106 PACS numbers: 01.40.�d

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, physics education has placed much
emphasis on the application of a model-based approach
for teaching and learning. Instructional strategies based on
a modeling approach have been used to facilitate concep-
tual understanding in physics [1–3]. Most of the strategies
based on the modeling approach are characterized by two
phases. The model development phase focuses on provid-
ing experiences that help students construct conceptual and
mathematical models that describe a situation. The model
deployment phase includes the application of these models
to new situations. This phase may lead to changes or
refinement in the model previously constructed by the
student. According to Gobert and Buckley [4], on the one
hand, model-based teaching refers to ‘‘any implementation
that brings together information resources, learning
activities, and instructional strategies intended to facilitate
mental model-building both in individuals and among
groups of learners.’’ On the other hand, the core of
model-based learning lies in ‘‘the construction of mental
models of phenomena.’’ A mental version of the external
representation under consideration is generated, evaluated,
improved, or changed and manifested in many ways such
as hand movements, verbal, or visual representations such
as sketches, diagrams, or material artifacts [2,4]. The hall-
mark of model-based learning is its central focus on the
creation of a mental model of the phenomena which the

learner constructs through a set of experiences and then
continually applies and refines in different situations.
A key aspect of teaching and learning using a model-

based approach requires that the learner visualize, i.e.,
form images both internally (mentally) and externally
(with paper and pencil or technology) [5]. The importance
of external representation lies in the fact that it may pro-
vide an associated ‘‘mental image’’ of the physical pro-
cesses in terms of principles and underlying concepts being
considered, hence supporting comprehension [6,7].
However, in many physics textbooks, external representa-
tions are often depicted in mathematical forms resulting in
difficulty to perceive and grasp the underlying concepts or
explanatory principles being highlighted by the theory
under consideration [8]. Also, the design of external visual
representations is crucial. Faulty depictions or excessive
details may lead to failure in capturing the main message
being communicated, hence impeding students’ construc-
tion of mental models and their understanding [9,10].
When dealing with external representation, meaningful
learning occurs only with the construction of the mental
version, i.e., internal representation of the situation or
process being considered [11]. It has been further argued
that the application of external representations promotes
the generation of a mental model which is a key feature in
the learning process [12]. However, understanding devel-
ops only if there is correspondence between the external
representation and its cognitive internal representation. In
physics education research, Kohl et al. [13] have explained
one of the challenges of using multiple representations
with regard to facilitating students to form a coherent
internal representation. They argue that, based on the split
attention effect or cognitive load theory [14], a learner
might find it difficult to coordinate information provided
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through multiple external representations while creating an
internal representation of the phenomena. Other studies in
science education and cognitive science have identified
various factors inhibiting the linking process between
mental and external representations [8,9,12,15,16]. These
include the design (presence of superfluous details and
incorrect depictions) and types (predominance of mathe-
matical formulations in textbooks) of representations the
students are exposed to. Also noted are the students’ level
of prior knowledge, surface cognitive engagement where
they are poorly motivated to indulge in more profound
thought and reasoning processes, and their ways of learn-
ing, which are mainly superficial in nature consisting of
rote memorization.

Studies concerned with visualization in the field of
physics education have, however, focused principally on
the role of external representations in the teaching and
learning of physics. The efficacy of visual tools such as a
microcomputer-based laboratory or computer software for
teaching particular topics was explored [17–20]. Students’
difficulties in handling particular representations such as
diagrammatic and graphical representation in specific
topics were investigated [21–25]. Studies were also geared
towards exploring problem solving performance and hence
differences in strategies with a change in representation
[26–28]. The application of multiple representations for
conceptual understanding [29,30] and enhancing problem
solving performance [31,32] was additionally explored.
Moreover, studies have looked into the possible factors
leading to the ineffectiveness of teaching and learning
based on multiple representations [27,33,34]. Students’
inability to relate and translate information within and
across representations was found to be the main inhibitor
to comprehension, in the learning process and for
improved problem solving performance. It was reported
that although instructional strategies were designed to
teach students to make connections within and across
representations, they were not always successful [35,36].
Many elements come into play when dealing with an
external representation. These include the students’ meta-
representational skills, representational competence, and,
most importantly, the ability to indulge in cognitive
activities such as decoding, interpreting, and deriving in-
formation [12].

This study contributes to the area of knowledge con-
cerned with the relationship between external and internal
representations. The main aim of the study is to gain
insights into students’ problem solving strategies which
will inform the kinds of cognitive structures constructed by
students. The literature does not provide a specific defini-
tion for problem solving strategy but highlights different
models for problem solving. Polya [37] formulated four
steps for handling mathematical problems. These include
comprehension of the task, generation and execution of a
plan which involves identifying and gathering information

as well as patterns, and finally evaluating the effect of the
plan. The IDEAL problem solving model was proposed by
Bransford and Stein [38]. It stands for identifying and
defining the problem, exploring and acting on those pro-
cedures, which can be used to solve the problem, and
looking back in order to assess the effectiveness of these
approaches. However, Jonassen [39] considered problem
solving as a cognitive process. The construction, manipu-
lation, and testing of a mental representation play a crucial
role in the formulation of a solution. The generation of a
mental version of the problem under consideration allows
the comprehension of the different aspects which compose
the problem and how they are linked as well as the iden-
tification of the approaches which can be used to attempt
the problem. In our study, we provided students with tasks
that were similar to end-of-chapter problems presented in
most physics textbooks. Our interest lies principally in how
students deal with tasks presented with different kinds of
representations requesting a value as the final answer or the
generation of a qualitative solution. In physics or science
education, it is difficult to have a consistent and definite
view of students’ mental representations [8,40]. However,
by referring to their external manifestations within a spe-
cific context, we can gain insights into their cognitive
constructs [4]. In this case, the students’ approaches to
solving the problems are a form of external manifestations
which are used and related to the Johnson-Laird [41]
cognitive framework (shown in Fig. 1) and the theoretical
underpinning of the study to infer the kinds of mental
representations.
Problem solving is a crucial element and is integral in

the physics domain or any scientific discipline. Of main
interest in this study is problem solving with respect to
different representational formats. This study can provide
insights into the use of representations in problem solving
in order to facilitate students’ construction of mental mod-
els. The process of mental model construction can play a
crucial role in problem solving. For example, Greca and
Moreira [42] found that students who were classified as
having a mental model prioritized a qualitative approach,

FIG. 1. Types of mental representations according to Johnson-
Laird cognitive framework [46].
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such as including graphs and finding the slope or area of
the graph, for problem solving. These students also
included visual representations in their problem solution
and utilized them to deal with equations. Students who
were classified as having a mental model also emphasized
the identification and understanding of physics principles
or concepts. To encourage the application of these quali-
tative strategies, thereby promoting the construction of
mental models, students should be explicitly taught and
provided with opportunities to employ ways in which
they can handle problems with different representational
formats, rather than focusing principally on the use of
equations. The central role of the visual depictions for
interpreting physics situations, reasoning purposes, con-
ceptual sense making, and generating quantitative solu-
tions should be highlighted. The findings of this research
may also provide grounds for further study. First, the study
may inform why students are unable to relate and translate
information among different kinds of external representa-
tions. The construction of a mental model when dealing
with multiple external representations requires making
connections between these depictions. However, it was
found that students tend to handle multiple representations
in isolation and focus on superficial features of the repre-
sentations [43,44]. Second, this study may provide infor-
mation for exploring how students with different kinds of
cognitive constructs handle a particular (single) represen-
tation, such as a graphical representation, and investigating
the aspects and features of the external representation they
focus on and prioritize to generate a solution strategy.

One of the goals of the project is to identify and classify
the types of mental representations that students use when
they handle problems posed with different external repre-
sentational formats. We also compare the same students’
categories of cognitive constructs across two physics
topics. Our research questions are as follows:

(1) What kinds of mental representations do students
use when solving nondirected tasks in different
external representational formats in the topic of
kinematics and work?

(2) How do the types of mental representations that
students use compare across the topics of kinematics
and work?

As mentioned earlier, we consider a problem solving
strategy to include the construction, manipulation, and
testing of a mental representation. In the current study,
the data analysis consists of two stages. To organize the
data, we first identify the problem solving strategies that
students employ when handling tasks with a specific for-
mat (i.e., a task with a particular representational mode
asking for a quantitative or a qualitative solution). Profiles
[45] are then generated where we capture key character-
istics of problem solving strategies used across the differ-
ent problem formats. The profiles consequently are
composed of various problem solving strategies, all of

which can be perceived as emphasizing specific mental
representation. This finding allows us to infer that a student
having a particular profile can be classified as inclined to
some specific mental representation.
Greca and Moreira [42] applied the Johnson-Laird

cognitive framework to investigate the kinds of mental
representations that engineering students in a calculus-
based physics course used to solve problems in
electromagnetism. Data were collected from written
examinations, quizzes, laboratory activities, and observa-
tion of student-student as well as student-instructor dis-
cussions. No consideration was made for the formats of the
tasks. The present study was also conducted with engineer-
ing students, although we have investigated problem solv-
ing in different representational formats.
The topics of kinematics and work were chosen because

of students’ familiarity with these two contexts from the
high school level. More importantly, problems in these two
topics typically use symbolic or visual representational
formats. They also allow for the application of similar
procedures such as drawing graphs and/or finding the slope
or area under the curve, thus facilitating comparison of a
student’s similar procedures across different tasks. Finally,
Greca and Moreira [42] implemented their study in the
context of electromagnetism, principally the concept of
field which is abstract in nature, depicted by imaginary
lines and taught mainly by focusing on mathematical for-
mulations. In contrast, the topics of kinematics and work
are less abstract and can be easily associated with real
world events or processes.

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The Johnson-Laird cognitive framework highlights
three main categories of mental representations.
(1) Propositional mental representation is made up of a
series of symbols, such as equations, formulas, numbers,
and definitions which are syntactic abstract structures and
meaningless when not integrated within a context.
(2) Mental models are constructed by acts of perception
or imagination and are analogical representations of real
world situations. They are personal, useful only to the
person who generates them, and are tentative in nature.
They can be discarded or refined with the collection of
more knowledge, greater exposure, and familiarity with the
situation under consideration. (3) Mental images are based
on observations and experiences from the real world. They
are ‘‘coherent and integrated representations of a scene or
object from a particular viewpoint in which each percep-
tible element occurs only once with all such elements being
simultaneously available [41].’’ They are internal views of
mental models with more visual-spatial features allowing
perceptible information to be visualized. Greca and
Moreira [8] provide a good description using ‘‘the cat is
on the roof’’ to differentiate between a mental model and a
mental image. According to Greca and Moreira, in order to
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make sense of this sentence, one has to imagine the situ-
ation attending principally to the content with details sur-
rounding the visual and spatial aspects of the situation
described being implicit. In other words, one may mentally
create separate elements for the roof and the cat subordi-
nating the shape, size, and color of these entities. If one
takes into account the visual feature of the cat and the roof
(for example, a black or gray cat on a red or white roof) and
the spatial aspects of these entities (small or big cat on a
flat or slanting roof), then an image of the situation is
generated since it has a ‘‘higher degree of analogical
representation to reality.’’ These three kinds of internal
representations have different purposes and structures
and are personal and abstract in nature with the connection
between them being dynamic. The mental model acts as a
context for applying propositional representations and
mental images hence supporting interpretation and com-
prehension of the situation or process in question.

According to Greca and Moreira [42], in the context of
physics problem solving, students classified with proposi-
tional mental representation tend to use definitions and
handle mathematical formulations in a rote and mechanical
manner. There is no evidence of understanding of the
underlying concepts. Students within the category of men-
tal model focus on comprehension of the situation as well
as the physics concepts highlighted in the task. Moreover,
before dealing with equations they include a diagrammatic
representation in their problem solution. Finally, students
categorized with mental images refer to the visual depic-
tions they generated to reason about the problem even if
they fail to handle the mathematical part of the problem.
The outcomes revealed that propositional mental represen-
tation predominates.

III. METHOD

A. Sample and data collection instruments

A total of 19 engineering students participated in the
study. They were enrolled in Engineering Physics 1, which
is a first semester introductory calculus-based physics
course. The participants intended to major in engineering
(chemical, computer, industrial, or mechanical), biology,
or mathematics. However, four of these students had not
taken any high school level physics course.

The cohort completed five tasks on the topic of one-
dimensional kinematics and another set of five tasks on the
topic of work. The tasks were nondirected in nature in that
they had an open-ended format whereby the students had to
design their own procedures for solving the problems. The
tasks were presented with three different kinds of repre-
sentations, namely, linguistic, graphical, and symbolic.
The tasks required students to provide either a qualitative
or a quantitative answer. These particular representational
formats were chosen mainly because they allow for the
application of different ways for solving the problem. For
the task in a symbolic format, on the one hand, the students

may use integration or derivative, or apply other related
equations to solve for a quantitative solution. On the other
hand, they may draw the graphical version of the given
equation and take the slope or area under the graph to solve
the problem. When the task is presented in linguistic form,
the students may either use equations only or include
visual, mainly diagrammatic, representation in their prob-
lem solution. Finally, when the tasks are structured in
graphical form, the problemmay be solved by either taking
the slope or area under the given graph or applying mathe-
matical formulations. Additionally, the graphical represen-
tation is selected as it is both visual and abstract in nature.
It requires interpretation and extraction of physics infor-
mation embedded by the shapes of the graphs and connec-
tion with the various aspects of the graph (for example,
quantitative information) in order to make sense of the
situation. Similarly, understanding the symbolic format
requires interpretation and the ability to link the different
syntactic elements which compose the equation. Moreover,
students are familiar and at ease with this kind of depiction.
Finally, the linguistic format is chosen since it encourages
students to mentally or externally form a visual depiction
of the situation described and promptly focus on interpre-
tation of sentences embedding the qualitative information.
It is also the most commonly used depiction in a problem,
as can be seen in many physics textbooks. We did not pose
any tasks with a diagrammatic format because our interest
lies in exploring whether the students recognize the impor-
tance of this particular visual representation and its role in
the problem solution when dealing with the mathematical
aspect of the task, even when the diagrammatic represen-
tation is not explicitly included in the problem.
Across the two topics, we posed four tasks in graphical

form which needed to be interpreted to generate either
a quantitative answer or a written response (qualitative
solution). Only two tasks (one from each topic) were
presented as a problem statement (in linguistic form).
They required the generation of a value as the final answer.
No qualitative solution was requested for the tasks struc-
tured in linguistic format. In the study, a qualitative solu-
tion is expressed in words. Usually, when students are
provided with a task in a linguistic format involving
numbers, they are prompted to manipulate equations and
quantitative information. It was difficult to structure a task
from either topic which will minimize the risk of having
students generate an expression or a value as the final
answer. The remaining four tasks were presented with a
symbolic format requiring interpretation for formulation of
a qualitative solution or for determining a value as the final
answer. Appendixes A and B provide an overview for the
tasks from the topic of kinematics and work, respectively.

B. Administration of instruments

Solving the problems requires familiarity with the con-
tent knowledge, including the interpretation and derivation
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of qualitative information from kinematics equations and
motion graphs as well as from functions relating force and
position, and graphical depictions relating these two vari-
ables. An understanding of the relationship among the
motion graphs for position, velocity, and acceleration is
also an asset. For the context of work, an awareness of the
equations for work done by constant and nonconstant
forces is needed. Additionally, the recognition that this
particular quantity can also be determined by finding
the area under the force-position graph is a benefit.
Consequently, the tasks were administered either while
the students were covering the relevant topic in class or
one week after they had covered the topic. The 10 tasks
were completed over four sessions, lasting one hour each,
during a period of two months. On a given day, between
two and four students were scheduled to individually com-
plete the tasks as well as the interview which immediately
followed. In each session, a particular student was pre-
sented with a maximum of three tasks to be attempted on
an individual basis and in strict sequence. Once a task was
completed, the participant was not allowed to view it again,
to avoid affecting their performance on subsequent tasks.
For each of the 19 students, the four sessions were video
recorded and the interviews were additionally audio
recorded.

The data collected included students’ written solutions
which showed their problem solving strategies for the
different representational task formats followed by indi-
vidual interviews with each student. The interviews were
used to elicit and provide a clear determination of each
student’s underlying reasons for adopting these strategies.
The justifications were supporting evidence facilitating the
categorization of the students’ mental representations
according to the Johnson-Laird cognitive framework.
Overall, during the interview, the students were probed
on their use of particular strategies. Questions such as
‘‘What prompts you to use this strategy to solve the prob-
lem?’’ and ‘‘So you take the area, what leads you to take
the area?’’ were asked. They were also interviewed about
alternative approaches to handle the problem as well as
justifications for their nonapplication if they were recog-
nized. Illustrations of interview questions for this aspect
were, ‘‘Are there any other strategies that you can think of
to solve this problem?,’’ ‘‘Do you have any other ways for
solving this problem?,’’ ‘‘So, you know you can use the
graph to solve the problem but you use this method. What
prompts you to use integral here then?,’’ and ‘‘So, in here
you could have used the method you just described. Did
you not think about it?’’ The students were interviewed
regarding the visual representations they used and their
role in the problem solution, particularly with respect to the
mathematical aspect of the problem. Examples of ques-
tions include ‘‘Is this how you usually solve problems? I
notice that you did not include any sketch. Can you explain
why there is no diagram,’’ ‘‘What is the role here of the

sketch and the force diagram?,’’ ‘‘Did you use it with the
mathematical part? Did it help you with the mathematical
part? If so, how?,’’ and ‘‘Did the visual representations help
you? If so, how?’’ Finally, the students were probed for the
meaning attributed to physics terms which may be
employed ambiguously in the formulation of a qualitative
solution as well as the possibility of deriving additional
information from the representation presented. For ex-
ample, ‘‘You wrote negative acceleration. Can you
elaborate on its meaning?’’ and ‘‘Is there anything else,
any more information which you can gather from the
graph?’’ These were the kinds of questions that constituted
the semistructured interview protocol.

C. Analysis

Research [8,40] has shown that it is difficult to identify
and have a consistent view of students’ cognitive struc-
tures. However, their external manifestations such as rea-
soning, verbal or visual representations, and hand
movements during discussions within a specific context
can provide insights about students’ mental representation
[2,5]. In this study we related students’ external manifes-
tations such as their written solutions and interview
responses to the Johnson-Laird cognitive framework to
infer the categories of mental constructs.
The data analysis was mainly qualitative in nature. Of

interest are the characteristics of the problem solving strat-
egies employed by individual students across each of the
five tasks in a given topic. From the students’ written
solutions for the problems requesting a qualitative solution,
the analysis takes into account whether the student formu-
lated an explanation or a description. An explanation
refers to the student’s emphasis on the derivation of the
physics information presented by the representation. For
example, when presented with an acceleration-time graph
(question 4, Appendix A), apart from mentioning that
the acceleration is in a negative direction or acceleration
is zero, the student also mentions something about
the object’s velocity and direction of motion (Fig. 4). A
description is symptomatic of students’ focus being mainly
on surface displays, such as the syntactic or structural
aspect of the representation, and on apparent information.
In an illustration interpreting the force-position equation
(question 6, Appendix B), the student’s written response
identifies the variables which form the equation (Fig. 14).
Similarly, when interpreting the force-position graph
(question 7, Appendix B), the student focuses on reading
off the given values for force at the different positions
(Fig. 19). For the tasks presented as a problem statement
asking for a value as the final answer, our main concern
was whether equations were directly manipulated or visual
representations were also included in the problem solution.
The analysis for the task structured with a graphical format
requesting a quantitative solution focuses on whether the
problemwas solved by using the graph (slope or area) or by
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manipulating mathematical formulations. Finally, for the
task posed in a symbolic representation, we consider
whether the graphical version of the symbolic representa-
tion was drawn and used to attempt the problem or if
equations were employed.

Table I summarizes the design, requirements, and analy-
sis of the data collection instruments across the two topics.
It particularly focuses on the representational task formats,
the strategies (actions) used to solve the problems, and the
main themes for the interview questions.

Profiles, defined as a set of descriptors put together to
represent the variation in the actions of students across the
various tasks [45], from the topic of work and kinematics,
respectively, were designed. The analysis method of profil-
ing is basically qualitative in nature and based on the
students’ problem solving strategies. For a given topic, to
construct the profiles, we first identify frequently occurring

combinations of problem solving strategies across the
five nondirected tasks for each of the 19 students involved
in the sample in order to gather key aspects in the charac-
teristics of these strategies. We then generate summaries
and structure the descriptions for the strategies in such a
way that it captures and represents the main variation in the
actions (problem solving strategies) of individual students
within the whole sample. During this process, the wordings
of the profile descriptors were refined to adequately cap-
ture the strategies of the whole cohort leading to the
emergence of two main profiles from each topic. The
profile allocation was repeated independently by two
researchers and an inter-reliability rate of 85% was
obtained. Illustration of profiles (overall description of
the sample’s problem solving strategies across the five
nondirected tasks) in the context of kinematics and work
are presented in Figs. 2 and 13, respectively. As stated

TABLE I. Summary of representational task formats and analysis of students’ actions and reasoning across the topics of kinematics
and work.

Representational

format Task requirement Problem solving strategies Themes for interview questions

Symbolic

or graphical

Interpret and

formulate

qualitative

answer

Description—focus on superfi-

cial displays or apparent infor-

mation.
Clarification of ambiguous physics terms.

Possibility of extracting any additional information.
Explanation—derive physics

information.

Solve for a value Use of equations—calculus

Awareness of other ways or qualitative ways to solve

problem.

Reasons for nonapplication of qualitative method if

recognized.

Awareness of concepts: relationship between the three

kinematics graphs; meaning of integral, and its relation

to the notion of area under graph (both kinematics and

topic on work).

Graphical Solve for a value

Take slope or area under the

given graph(s).

Reasons for use of strategy.

Awareness of concepts: meaning of integral and its

relation to the notion of area under graph (both kinemat-

ics and topic on work).

Other ways of solving the problem. If use of equations is

mentioned, then reasons for its nonapplication.

Use of a combination of equa-

tions and slope or area under

graph to solve problems (strat-

egy used only in kinematics).

Reasons for use of strategy.

Awareness of concepts: relationship between the three

motion graphs; mainly, how to obtain displacement from

a given velocity-time graph. If particular concept is

known, probe reasons for its nonapplication.

Linguistic Solve for a value

Direct manipulation of equa-

tions. No diagram included.

Reasons for use of strategy.

Views on role of visual or diagrammatic representation

during problem solving.

Reasons for absence of diagram.

Diagram included. Ignored

or used in relation to the

equations.

Reasons for use of strategy.

Role of diagram in problem solution, in particular, with

respect to the mathematical part of the problem.
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earlier, in order to make inferences about the categories of
mental constructs of our participant sample, the profiles are
related to the Johnson-Laird cognitive framework. The
interview responses were used as additional supporting
evidence in the classification of students’ categories of
cognitive structure. The students’ written solutions as
well as interview responses are external manifestations
which are used to infer the kinds of cognitive structures
according to the Johnson-Laird framework. Finally, a com-
parison was made for the same student’s mental represen-
tation across the two topics.

Overall, the study consisted of two main stages for
analyzing the data. First, the problem solving strategies
used by the students when attempting tasks with a specific
format were identified. Next, profiles were constructed.
These profiles captured and represented the main charac-
teristics of the approaches that students used to handle the
different types of problem formats. In this study, a problem
solving strategy is regarded as involving the construction,
manipulation, and testing of a mental representation.
Consequently, the profiling method of analysis allowed
for determining if the problem solving strategies compris-
ing a profile indeed emphasized a particular cognitive
construct. Thus, it allowed us to infer whether a student
could be classified as inclined towards some specific inter-
nal representation.

IV. RESULTS

A. Profiles of students’ mental representations
in the topic of kinematics

When handling the nondirected kinematics tasks, we
found that about 58% of the cohort (11 in 19) constructed
a propositional mental representation while 42% (eight in
19) of the cohort generated a mental image. None of the

students were classified within the category of mental
model. Figure 2 depicts the characteristics of problem
solving strategies for students classified with propositional
mental representation and mental image, respectively,
when attempting different representational task formats
in kinematics. Illustrations of a particular student’s actions
(depicted by the scans) and interview responses (presented
as typed answers) across the five kinematics tasks for the
category of propositional representation (Figs. 3–7) and
mental image (Figs. 8–12) are also presented. The kine-
matics tasks are presented in Appendix A.
In the context of kinematics, students categorized with a

propositional mental representation are described by their
emphasis on pattern matching of information and for ma-
nipulating symbolic representation. When the students
interpreted the position equation (question 1) as well as
the motion graph for acceleration (question 4), they for-
mulated an explanation highlighting the physics concepts.
However, when presented with the kinematics equation,
they tended to additionally employ calculus in a mechani-
cal manner. Figures 3 and 4 exemplify the description
provided.
The same students proceeded to attempt the tasks struc-

tured with a symbolic (question 3) and a graphical (ques-
tion 5) format, respectively, using a quantitative approach
for determining a value. Either equations of motion or
calculus were applied as the main problem solving

FIG. 2. Descriptors that define students within the profile for
the category of propositional representation and mental image in
kinematics.

FIG. 3. Interpretation of position equation (question 1).

FIG. 4. Interpretation of acceleration-time graph (question 4).
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strategies. During interviews, when probed for alternative
approaches, the focus was still on the use of different
kinematics equations. None of the students recognized
that they could draw the graphical version of the given
function or use the provided position-time and velocity-
time graphs for handling the tasks. Additionally, when
provided with the task posed in graphical form, it was
found that nine of the 11 students were able to articulate
that the slope and area under the velocity-time graph will
yield the acceleration and displacement, respectively. In
contrast, a mere four of these 11 students displayed an
awareness of this idea when presented with the problem
structured in symbolic form. Figures 5 and 6 typify the
description provided for the task with a symbolic and a
graphical format, respectively.

Finally, when dealing with the problem statement (ques-
tion 2), equations were directly manipulated to determine a
quantitative solution as shown in Fig. 7. The students
proceeded by listing the required and given (quantitative)
information together with the formulas that fit most of the
information. When interviewed for the absence of a visual
representation in their solution, the students stated that they
did not include a diagram due to their routine pattern for
problem solving, which involved manipulating equations
only. Other reasons provided are the extent of information
and simplicity of the concept presented by the question.

We classified students as having a mental image when
they demonstrated a tendency to include a diagrammatic

representation which may not be linked to the mathemati-
cal formulations used. Although they are aware of the
relationship among the three motion graphs and may rec-
ognize the applicability of the qualitative method (taking
the slope or area under the graph) to solve the problem,
they prefer manipulating equations. For the tasks posed
with symbolic (question 1) and graphical (question 4)
representations requiring a qualitative solution, the stu-
dents formulated a written response in the form of an
explanation for the physics information depicted as

FIG. 5. Solve value from symbolic representation (question 3).

FIG. 6. Solve value from graphical representations (question 5).

FIG. 7. Solve value from linguistic representation (question 2).
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exemplified in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. Moreover, they
applied calculus, in a routine manner, to the position
equation to determine an expression for velocity which is
further differentiated to obtain a value for acceleration.

For the problem with a symbolic format asking for a
quantitative solution (question 3), either calculus (as illus-
trated in Fig. 10) or other kinematics equations were used.
When probed, most (six in eight) of the participants did not
recognize that the problem could be solved using the
graphical method even if they were aware of the relation-
ship between the motion graphs for position, velocity, and
acceleration. Only two students recognized the applicabil-
ity of the graphical method which they did not employ, as it

was much simpler to use equations with which they were
also more familiar.
When solving for a value from the task presented in the

form of a position-time graph and velocity-time graph
(question 5), the same students proceeded to derive an
expression for acceleration by taking the slope under the
velocity-time graph. However, this expression was substi-
tuted in a kinematics equation for solving the problem. The
main reasons provided for this particular action, as illus-
trated in Fig. 11, include the students’ familiarity and ease
in manipulating equations, being more acquainted with the
notion of slope under the velocity-time graph yielding
acceleration which is therefore much more easily identi-
fied. Moreover, they were used to translating information
mainly into symbolic forms and hence were unsure about
how to use graphs to solve the problem.
When solving for a value from the task posed in linguis-

tic form (question 2), a sketch was generated either exter-
nally (as depicted in Fig. 12) or mentally. In the latter case,
no diagram was explicitly included in the problem solution
since it was easy and simple to mentally create a picture of

FIG. 8. Interpretation of position equation (question 1).

FIG. 9. Interpretation of acceleration-time graph (question 2).

FIG. 10. Solve value from symbolic representation (question 3).

FIG. 11. Solvevalue fromgraphical representations (question 5).

FIG. 12. Solve value from linguistic representation (question 2).
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the situation. In the former case, the visual representation
was inclusive but ignored when dealing with the mathe-
matical formulations. The main purpose of the diagram
was to have a better comprehension and visualization of
the situation described.

B. Profiles of students’ mental representations
in the topic of work

For the topic on work, the results indicate that most of
the students generated propositional mental representation
(79%, 15 in 19), a minority of the sample constructed a
mental model (21%, four in 19), while none of the students
were classified with a mental image. Figure 13 provides an
overview of the descriptors which characterize students
with propositional representation and mental model when
handling representational task formats from the topic on
work. Examples of a student’s written solutions (portrayed
by the scans) and interview responses (represented as typed
answers) for the category of propositional representation
(Figs. 14–18) and mental model (Figs. 19–22) across the
five tasks from the context of work are also presented. The
tasks on the topic of work are presented in Appendix B.

In the context of work, for the task with symbolic
(question 6) and graphical (question 7) representations
requiring a qualitative solution, students with propositional
representation tend to mainly formulate a description
focusing on superficial displays and apparent information.
For the case of the force-position equation, the variables
and components of the function were identified as shown in
Fig. 14. The students also referred to the corresponding
parabolic graphical shape of the symbolic representation.

Moreover, the magnitude of the force at different positions
was highlighted with the direction of the applied force
occasionally mentioned.
For the graphical representation, the description focuses

on either reading off values for force at the different
positions or highlighting briefly the general trend between
the force and position variables from the shape of the
graph. The few students (five in 15) who provided an
explanation for the given graph stated, in a rote manner
(as illustrated in Fig. 15), that the area under the force-
position graph yields work. They also tended to treat the
graph as a kinematic one, hence generating irrelevant
information.
For the task with a symbolic format asking for a value

(question 8), either calculus or the equation for work done
by a constant force was employed as the main problem
solving strategy. None of these 15 students recognized that
the problem could also be attempted by using the graphical
method, which is drawing the force-position graph of the
given function and taking the area under the graph, as
typified by Fig. 16.
To determine a value for work done from the task posed

as a pressure-volume graph (question 10), a total of nine in
15 students used a quantitative approach. On one hand,
they applied the memorized equation for work done by a
constant force to the present situation. On the other hand,
they manipulated the units for pressure and volume, thus
deriving a formula relating these two variables to obtain
the unit for work done in terms of Nm which is equivalent
to Joules. The students then proceeded to solve the problem
by taking the difference of the product of these two vari-
ables at the specified points. The remaining six participants
attempted to solve the problem by taking the area under the

FIG. 13. Descriptors which define students within the profile
for the category of propositional representation and mental
model in work.

FIG. 14. Interpretation of force-position equation (question 6).

FIG. 15. Interpretation of force-position graph (question 7).
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graph, by rote, without any evidence of understanding, as
depicted in Fig. 17. When interviewed about their actions,
they stated that finding the slope or the area under the
graphs were the regular procedures which could be used
to handle tasks with a graphical format. Additionally,
according to the students, since they could not remember
the equation to be used, they were provided with a graph
and hence the ‘‘best guess’’ was to determine the area.

Lastly, when presented with the problem statement
(question 9), the students included visual representations
(a sketch for the situation and/or a free body diagram).

However, these visual depictions were ignored when they
had to deal with the mathematical part of the problem. The
sole purpose of these depictions was to have a better
understanding and to better visualize the situation which
was described to the students. Figure 18 typifies this
observation.
A minority of the students (21%, four in 19) were

classified as working at the level of a mental model.
When they had to interpret the symbolic representation
(question 6), they formulated a description referring to
the parabolic shape of the equation or the magnitude or
direction of the applied force at different positions.
However, the same students formulated an explanation
for the force-position graph (question 7) by referring to
the idea that the area under the graph yields the work done.
Figures 19 and 20 are representatives.
When they had to solve for a value from the force-

position equation (question 8), they employed calculus,
which was suitable to determine work done by nonconstant
force although they were aware of the notion of drawing
the graphical version of the given equation and determin-
ing the area. The students also displayed an understanding
that the integral is equivalent to the area under the graph
but preferred using equations since it was a much faster and
simpler problem solving approach, as illustrated by
Fig. 21.

FIG. 16. Solve value from symbolic representation (question 8).

FIG. 17. Solvevalue fromgraphical representations (question10). FIG. 18. Solve value from linguistic representation (question 9).
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Consequently, when solving for a value from the
pressure-volume graph (question 10), all of the students
used the graphical method as shown in Fig. 22.

Finally, whenworking out a quantitative solution from the
task with a linguistic format (question 9), all four students
included a sketch portraying the situation described as well
as a free body diagram. Thevisual representationswere used
in conjunction with the mathematical part of the problem.
An example is provided in Fig. 23.

C. Comparing mental representations across
the two topics

Figure 24 provides an overview of the shift in the types
of cognitive structures that the students constructed across
the two topics.
The outcome revealed that more than half of the sample

(11 in 19, 58%) consistently work at the level of

FIG. 19. Interpretation of force-position equation (question 6).

FIG. 20. Interpretation of force-position graph (question 7).

FIG. 21. Solvevalue from symbolic representation (question 8).

FIG. 22. Solvevalue fromgraphical representation (question10).

FIG. 23. Solve value from linguistic representation (question 9).

FIG. 24. Categories ofmental representations across kinematics
and work.
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propositional mental representation across the two topics.
The cognitive structure constructed by the remaining stu-
dents varies according to the topic. Among the eight stu-
dents who generated a mental image in kinematics, four of
them were classified with propositional mental representa-
tion when dealing with the tasks on work, and the remain-
ing four students shifted to the category of mental model.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Previous physics education research implemented in the
field of visualization has focused mainly on the role of
external representation and ways to maximize its effective-
ness in the teaching and learning of physics. For the current
work, an attempt was made to include the cognitive aspect
during physics problem solving via the application of the
Johnson-Laird cognitive framework. The framework high-
lights the kinds of mental representations that students
construct by making reference to their external manifes-
tations when handling different representational task for-
mats. We emphasize identifying students’ categories of
cognitive structures that play a pivotal role in their learning
and problem solving. For organizing the data, we first
capture the characteristics of the problem solving strategies
that students employ to handle each representational task
format requesting either a quantitative or a qualitative
solution. We then construct profiles across the different
types of problem formats, based on the problem solving
strategies used. The profiles can be perceived as emphasiz-
ing a specific mental representation, hence allowing infer-
ences to be made whereby a student having a specific
profile can be categorized as inclined to some specific
cognitive construct. The outcomes reveal that, regardless
of the topic under consideration, the majority of students
(from Figs. 2 and 13) worked at the level of propositional
mental representation. In the context of kinematics, less
than half of the sample (eight in 19) constructed a mental
image with none of them categorized as having a mental
model. For the topic on work, very few students (four in
19) were classified with a mental model. None of them
generated a mental image. In a study by Greca and Moreira
[42] implemented with engineering students handling tasks
in the context of electricity and magnetism, the prevalence
of propositional mental representation was also observed.
This particular outcome is also consistent with the results
from the study by Ibrahim [46] involving students with a
poor academic and scientific background in solving kine-
matics tasks. Additionally, the actual study indicates that
the majority of the sample (11 in 15) consistently generated
propositional representation across the two topics. In a few
cases (as depicted in Fig. 24), there was a shift from the
category of mental image to either propositional represen-
tation or mental model. These findings provide grounds for
future research, firstly, to better understand the possible
reasons for the predominance of students’ use of proposi-
tional representations when dealing with different

representational task formats and, secondly, to explore
the factors leading to students who use propositional rep-
resentations to maintain their classification as opposed to
students who use a mental image. To have better insights
into these aspects it may be worthwhile to design future
studies to investigate these issues.
The application of the Johnson-Laird cognitive frame-

work in the physics context leads to the emergence of
descriptors to define students with propositional represen-
tation, mental model, and mental image when handling
different representational task formats. Students with prop-
ositional representation usually focus on given or apparent
information and superficial displays such as the syntactic
or structural aspect of the representation. They also priori-
tize the manipulation of equations with rote memorization
and pattern matching of information. Students categorized
with a mental model usually display an understanding of
concepts (in this case, the meaning attributed to the integral
and its relation to the notion of area under a force-position
or pressure-volume graph yielding the work done). They
appeal principally to the qualitative method (determining
the area under the pressure-volume graph) to handle the
task posed in a graphical form. They demonstrate recog-
nition regarding the applicability of qualitative strategies,
apart from the use of equations or calculus, to handle
problems with a symbolic format. Finally, they emphasize
the translation of information from linguistic to diagram-
matic form which is consequently used in conjunction with
the mathematical part of the problem. Students with a
mental image do not recognize the use of a qualitative
approach to solve for a quantitative solution from a sym-
bolic representational task format although they may dis-
play an awareness of the concepts (relationship between
the three motion graphs). They tend to use a combination
of qualitative (slope or area under graphs) and quantitative
(use of equations) approaches to handle the task with a
graphical format. They additionally manipulate calculus
when interpreting a symbolic representation. They focus
on translating information from linguistic to diagrammatic
form. The diagram may not be explicitly included in the
problem solution, but created mentally. If included, it is
ignored, handled independently from the mathematical
aspect of the task. Hence, it can be said that students
with mental image, although they recognize the impor-
tance of visual depictions (such as diagrams which they
include mentally or externally and graphs which are par-
tially used) and are aware of concepts (by rote), they still
display a preference, and have more confidence in the
manipulation of equations. In contrast, students with men-
tal model display an understanding of concepts, employ the
visual representations they generated (diagrammatic rep-
resentation which are related to equations) or they are
presented with (graphical format and use of qualitative
method), and are aware of a qualitative strategy to handle
the task with a symbolic representation even if they prefer
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the use of equations since it is easier and faster. According
to the cognitive framework, the construction of the mental
model provides a medium for making links between the
syntactic (mathematical) and structural (visual) aspects of
the task under consideration, thus allowing interpretation
and comprehension to take place. Students who construct a
mental image handle the (generated) visual representations
in isolation. Moreover, the predominance of propositional
representation indicates that most of the students in the
sample deal with symbolic representations independently
of other forms of visual representations. Consequently,
students with these two kinds of mental representations
can be said to display a poor understanding of the concepts
presented by the various tasks. A minority of the sample,
from the context of work, can be said to display an under-
standing of the concepts depicted by the different tasks
with the construction of the mental model.

It is argued that the inability to make connections within
and across representations is the main factor influencing
the effectiveness of using multiple representations for
improving conceptual understanding and problem solving
performance [12,35]. Previous studies concerned with
multiple representations [26,32] have evoked the key
importance of students’ fluency with different kinds of
representations and in translating information among
them. In the context of chemistry, Kozma [44] reported
that when novice students are presented with multiple
depictions, they attended to these representations on an
individual basis. They failed to transform information
among the various representational modes. They generated
descriptions based on superficial displays and direct obser-
vations from the representations instead of formulating an
explanation for the concepts involved. In our study, stu-
dents are provided with nondirected tasks. They are not
given any prescribed guidance on how to solve the prob-
lems. They have to design their own ways and decide on
the (visual) representations they want to include in their
problem solution. The tasks are posed with a single repre-
sentational format, for example, a task with a graphical
format only or another one presented solely in symbolic
form. In contrast, for studies concerned with multiple
representations, a given task is often structured with differ-
ent kinds of representations presented either sequentially
[30,32–34] or in parallel [31,36]. In our study, the strat-
egies employed across the different tasks posed with a
single representational format were considered together
and used to infer the kinds of mental representations.
Propositional mental representation was found to predomi-
nate when handling tasks with single representational for-
mat which might explain students’ inability to engage in
the process of relating and translating information when
presented with multiple representations. This study
revealed that, when dealing with a single representational
format (only linguistic, symbolic or graphical) requiring a
quantitative solution, the students think in terms of

equations with pattern matching of information rather
than the use of a qualitative approach which caters to in-
depth interpretation and comprehension. Additionally,
when interpreting a representation (only graphical or
only symbolic), they tend to focus on superficial features
rather than extracting maximum physics information.
There is a possibility that students’ (in)ability to engage
in the process of relating and translating information when
dealing with multiple representations may be governed by
the types of cognitive structures they work with when
handling a single representational task format.
The use of external representations promotes the con-

struction of a mental model [12]. The desirable outcome or
expectation after instruction or problem solving is that we
want our students to construct a mental model which is
evidence of understanding according to the cognitive frame-
work. Oneway in which the construction of a mental model
can be promoted is by designing representation-rich teach-
ing and learning materials as well as an environment with
particular emphasis placed on the key role of visual repre-
sentations for reasoning, conceptual sense making, and
interpretation. Students should be explicitly taught and pro-
vided opportunities to use various ways to handle problems
posed with particular representations. It is well known that
the application and the manipulating of equations do not
guarantee an understanding of the underlying physics con-
cepts. It has also been argued that students’ ability and
familiarity to handle different kinds of representations and
translate information among different representational
modes are scientific skills which need to be developed [47].
The inability to make connections within and across

representations when dealing with multiple representations
may be explained by students’ construction of propositio-
nal mental representations or mental images when dealing
with single representational task formats. In this study, we
found that students who use a mental image fail to translate
information from the task presented with a symbolic
format into a visual format for solving a problem.
Additionally, although they do translate information from
a linguistic to a visual format, they do not necessarily use
the visual representation to generate a numerical solution.
Consequently, apart from exposing students to problems
that require them to process and translate information
between different external representations, students should
be facilitated to construct mental models when processing
these external representations. Studies which have focused
on teaching students to make links between representations
[35,36] have found that one of the reasons for the ineffec-
tiveness of these instructional strategies is that students do
not willingly relate and translate information. They engage
in these processes only when prompted to do so.
One important limitation of this study is its small sample

size. It is possible that we were unable to categorize any
participants as using a mental model or a mental image in
either topic due to the small sample size. A larger sample is
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more likely to include students with all three types of
mental representations. From previous studies [42,46]
involving cohort sizes of 50 to 179 participants, the number
of students identified with a mental model and mental
image was still low.
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APPENDIX A

Question 1: Interpretation of symbolic representation
The equation of motion for an object moving along a

straight horizontal path is given by

xðtÞ ¼ 30þ 5tþ 2t2

Write down, in words, everything you can say about the
motion of the object.

Question 2: Quantitative solution from linguistic repre-
sentational format

You are driving at a speed of 60 m s�1 when suddenly
you see a van 60 m directly ahead of you also travelling in
the same direction at a constant speed of 40 m s�1. You
immediately apply the brakes and your car starts slowing
down at 0:8 m s�2. Determine whether a collision will take
place.

Question 3: Quantitative solution from symbolic repre-
sentational format

The equation of motion for an object moving along a
straight horizontal path is found to be

�xðtÞ ¼ 3þ 2t

If the object was in motion for 5 s, what is the distance
travelled and acceleration during this time?

Question 4: Interpretation of graphical representation
The acceleration-time graph for an object moving along

a straight horizontal path is as shown in Fig. 25.
Write down, in words, everything you can say about the

motion of the object.

Question 5: Quantitative solution from graphical repre-
sentational format

The motion of a truck along a straight horizontal path is
shown by the graphs in Fig. 26. Determine the time taken
and acceleration of the truck to complete thewhole journey.

APPENDIX B

Question 6: Interpretation of symbolic representation
Write down everything you can say from the force

equation ~FðxÞ ¼ ð�4þ x2ÞîN applied to move the box
from an initial position of 0 m to final position of 4 m.

Question 7: Interpretation of graphical representation
The relationship for the force applied and distance

moved by an object from initial position 0 m to final
position 5 m is shown in Fig. 27.
Write down everything you can say from the graph when

the box is moved from an initial position of 0 m to final
position of 5 m.

Question 8: Quantitative solution from symbolic
representation
The force applied in moving a 5 kg box on a frictionless

horizontal surface is given by

~FðxÞ ¼ ð3x� 2ÞîN
Determine the work done in moving the box to a distance
of 5 m if its initial position was 1 m.

Question 9: Quantitative solution linguistic
representation

FIG. 25. Kinematics task with graphical format requesting
qualitative solution.

FIG. 26. Kinematics task with graphical format requesting
quantitative solutions.

FIG. 27. Force-position graph requesting qualitative solution.
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A 10 kg box is moved along a rough horizontal surface

over a distance of 15 m by a 20 N force applied at an angle

of 30� to the horizontal. The coefficient of kinetic friction

between the box and the rough surface is 0.25. Determine

the total work done on the box.

Question 10: Quantitative solution from graphical
representation

The relationship between the pressure and volume of a
gas is shown in Fig. 28.

Determine the work done by the gas when the
volume is increased from 5� 10�3 m3 to 15� 10�3 m3.
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